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DNA Ancestry provides insight into where a donor’s ancestors originated, but it doesn’t capture the donor’s experiences and cultural 
identity which may have been passed down for generations. For this reason, we continue to collect donors’ self-reported ancestries to 
provide a comprehensive picture on the donor’s background. 

Some donors’ self-reported ancestries may diff er or be more specifi c than one of the 26 groups that can be identifi ed by DNA testing. 
But having both pieces of information can help create a more detailed picture of your donor to aid in donor selection and provide more 
details for your children about their own ancestry. 

And That’s Not All...

Where in the World...?
Your DNA is a small part of who you are, but it can reveal a lot about you and 
where your ancestors came from. There are small variations in our DNA that 
are passed down through our families for generations and can be used to 
trace our ancestries back hundreds or thousands of years. Ancestry testing  
looks for variations in small regions of our DNA to provide an estimate of 
our geographical ethnicity. The specifi c regions of DNA analyzed have been 
selected because they are known to occur at diff erent frequencies across 
diff erent geographical populations at diff erent points in history. The results 
are compared against a genetic database of variants associated with specifi c 
ancestries to provide us with our unique mixture of ancestral origins.1

Our DNA Ancestry report can identify a donor’s biological ancestry for the 
following 26 unique geographic regions and ethnic groups.2

California Cryobank has partnered with Sema4 to provide DNA Ancestry reports 
on our donors so that you can be better informed about your future child’s 
ancestry - in line with our overall mission to grow and protect healthy families.

DNA Ancestry

This report is produced as part of a research eff ort by Sema4. The information in this report is intended to be 
used for informational purposes to help describe the genetic ancestry composition of the individual tested and 
is not intended to be used for medical management purposes.
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